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I 
n your hands is a thoughtfully curated list of gift ideas for this 

holiday season from the women and men of Modern Huntsman. 
Every product featured within this guide comes from companies 
we respect and trust; companies that share our passions, values and 
core beliefs. It’s an honor to partner with these like-minded, kin-
dred spirits to present gift ideas for new and old adventurers alike.
 Our experience with these products extends far beyond our 
time in the field, at the ranch, and in wild places in-between. 
We took the time to get to know the people behind these brands 
and products. We considered their mission, their actions, and 
how they support their customers, right down to the conserva-
tion organizations they support through action not words. These 
are our people, and our strong relationships lead to firsthand 
knowledge of the innovation, care, and craftsmanship found in  
every recommendation.
 The Modern Huntsman family would like to extend our best 
wishes to you and yours this holiday season. May this be a time 
to live new stories and relive old ones with those we love. Stay 
safe and we look forward to a new year filled with renewed hope  
and optimism.

B R A N D S  W E  L O V E





B U Y  I T  N O W

B U Y  I T  N O W

This limited edition bundle of Volume Five: Traditions features 
original cover art from Dani Vergés, a Spanish artist and friend 
of Modern Huntsman who is enamored with the spirit of the 
American West. Dani drew inspiration from a photograph by 
Chris Douglas, another one of our close collaborators. Along 
with the limited edition book, the bundle includes three 5x7 
black and white Hahnemühle photo rag prints from Dani’s 
archive. Limited quantities available.

A HELPING HAND by Byron Pace  — The Scottish hill 
pony, otherwise known as a garron, has been used across 
Scotland for hundreds of years. Called upon during World 
War I to carry supplies to the front line, the strength and 
steadiness of the breed made them an essential element of the 
war effort. Today you will find them on the more traditional 
estates, helping to take deer off the hill in the most inaccessible 
of locations.

Printed on Hahnemüle Photo Rag, a 100% Cotton Paper using 
Archival Pigment inks. Available framed or unframed, 8x8, 
11x4, and 16x20. See website for pricing.

$ 6 5

Starting at $ 75

VO L .  F I V E :  T R A D I T I O N S 
L I M I T E D  E D I T I O N  + P R I N T 
S E T  B U N D L E

F I N E  A RT  P R I N T

https://modernhuntsman.com/shop/volume-five-limited-edition-bundle
https://modernhuntsman.com/standard-edition/byron-pace/a-helping-hand


B U Y  I T  N O W

B U Y  I T  N O W

Modern Huntsman and New World Cartography collaborated to create a map that would express many of the themes 
of Volume Five: Traditions; from fly fishing on the Gulf Coast of Texas to elk hunting in the American West and the 
beauty of handcrafted duck calls. In the way these stories describe an authentic tradition in the outdoors, this map was 
created as an original in an authentic process. Ink work was committed to paper to capture the state boundaries, paths 
of rivers and to show the detail of wood ducks and ruffed grouse. Watercolors were used as the final touch to bring 
the Volume Five: Traditions map to life.

Available as a giclee print (20x24), hand-colored print (33.5x24.75), or the single edition original (33.5x24.75). 

$ 16 5 :  Giclee Print

$ 1, 5 0 0 :  Hand-colored Print

S P O RT I N G  T R A D I T I O N S  M A P

B U Y  I T  N O W
$ 5 , 5 0 0 :  The Original Map

https://modernhuntsman.com/standard-edition/cartography/giclee
https://modernhuntsman.com/standard-edition/cartography/hand-colored
https://modernhuntsman.com/standard-edition/cartography/the-original
https://modernhuntsman.com/standard-edition/cartography/giclee


B U Y  I T  N O W

B U Y  I T  N O W

B U Y  I T  N O W

- Richardson 112 structured mesh cap

- Snapback for adjustable sizing

- Loden front, black mesh in back

- Leather logo patch

Super soft tri-blend t-shirt. Retail fit. Tear-away label. Side 
seamed. Shoulder taping. 52/48 Airlume combed and ring 
spun cotton/poly.

Men's sizes available in 3 colors. Women's sizes available in 
1 color.

Created and roasted in partnership with Bison Union, we’re 
proud to present Huntsman Coffee, a working class brew that 
has fueled our team in both the field and office. For $75, you 
get one bag of ground, medium roast Huntsman Coffee; a 
copy of the new Volume Six: Resilience Issue, and one limited 
edition Huntsman Coffee mug featuring original artwork from 
artist Dani Vergés. Shipping is included in the bundle, making 
this a perfect gift for home-bound outdoorsmen and women. 
While the coffee will be available at a later date, for now it is 
only available as part of this gift set, and limited to a quantity 
of 500 units.

$ 3 6

$29

$ 75

C A P  W/ L E AT H E R  PAT C H

T- S H I RT

H U N T S M A N  C O F F E E  B OX 

https://modernhuntsman.com/shop/heather-sand-shirt
https://modernhuntsman.com/shop/loden-cap-leather-patch
https://modernhuntsman.com/shop


Founded by Paul Hedrick, Tecovas provides western goods that impart the comfort and confidence 
you need to walk tall into new frontiers from the back forty to the boardroom, prairie to penthouse.

Named after a Texas geological formation in Palo Duro Canyon, Tecovas is stubborn about value and uses 
quality as the guidepost for navigating the rocky terrain and prickly nature of trendy western wear. Not to be 
intimidated by sweat-equity, over 200 hand-crafted steps by the artisans of Leon, Mexico go into crafting a 
single Tecovas boot.

They set out to restore functional art to the western world, yet are on the way to becoming an iconic brand with 
their rugged Ranch Wear collection. Just as the Vaqueros proudly polished their tools until they saw themselves 
in it’s reflection, Tecovas’ sharp-eyed attention to detail will help you find yourself in the perfect pair of boots.



Classic, with a rugged yet tailored look, the Denim Trucker Jacket is built 
with our Ranch Denim and accented with a corduroy collar and an-
tique brass buttons. It features side-seam pockets, and adjustable denim 
waist tabs. It’s a work jacket as much as it’s a going out jacket. And it’s a  
Tecovas first.

The Denim Trucker Jacket is built from 14 ounce cotton denim with 1%  
elastane for a slight stretch for comfort.

Just because you’re working hard, doesn’t mean you shouldn’t look good. 
Slimmer than our Standard Jean but more relaxed than our Slim Jean, the 
Straight Western Jean is built to stand up to the rigors of everyday abuse 
and look great with boots. These jeans strike a perfect balance of sturdy, 
soft, and comfortable. 

The Straight Western Jacket is built from 99% 14 ounce cotton denim with 
1% elastane for just the right amount of stretch. Available in Dark and  
Medium Blue (pictured).

The Stockton is a ready-to-work, handmade boot in a traditional roper 
shape. Vibram soles, oiled bovine leather, weatherproof seams, and 
removable polyurethane insoles make The Stockton as tough as it is 
comfortable. They’re our most functional and durable ropers yet. We worked 
hard on them because you’ll work hard in them. Available in Clay (pictured)  
and Umber.

Oil and slip-resistant Vibram outsoles. ¾ Goodyear welt construction.
Oiled leather and weatherproof seams for hose-them-off durability. 
1 ½” stacked leather heel with 9mm rubber cap. Reinforced pull straps.

D E N I M  T RU C K E R  J AC K E T

S T R A I G H T  W E S T E R N  J E A N

B O O T S  -  T H E  S T O C KT O N

$ 12 5

$ 95

$ 215

B U Y  I T  N O W

B U Y  I T  N O W

B U Y  I T  N O W

https://www.tecovas.com/products/denim-trucker-jacket
https://www.tecovas.com/products/straight-western-jean
https://www.tecovas.com/products/the-stockton


Traeger brings wood-fired flavor right to the table. Whether you like to cook for a crowd, take your 
smoke on the road, or are downright impossible to shop for, they’ve got you covered. 

Traeger's full-line of wood-pellet grills are easy to use and easy to clean. Real taste doesn’t just happen, it’s 
tied to quality materials and achieving perfect smoke. It starts with their all-natural hardwood pellets made 
in American mills. Designed specifically to work with Traeger grills, their pellets are calibrated for maximum 
consistency so you get perfect results every time. And with a variety of flavors to partner with any type of 
food – think bold hickory with beef or sweet apple wood for pork and baked goods – you can always find the 
right pellets for your cook. Their line of grills for all budgets, combined with a deep knowledge base on their 
innovative grill app, ensures everyone can be a pit master regardless of experience. 



T R A E G E R  I RO N WO O D  8 8 5

Fire up the Traeger Ironwood 885 Wood Pellet Grill and start elevating your craft. WiFIRE® puts a world of flavor at your fingertips 
by allowing you to control your grill from anywhere using the Traeger App, where you can also browse over 1,600 recipes. Built to 
last, the D2® Direct Drive helps the grill maintain precise temperatures with its industry-first brushless motor, and double-sidewall 
insulation keeps the grill running consistently and efficiently, even in cold weather. Get ready to enjoy more flavorful meals right 
away when you start cooking on the Ironwood 885.

Capacity: 10 chickens, 7 rib racks, 9 pork butts.  |  Total Cooking space: 885 sq. in.  |  Pellet Hopper Capacity: 20 lbs.  
Max Temp: 500° F  |  Total Weight: 175 lbs.

$ 1, 4 9 9
B U Y  I T  N O W

https://www.traegergrills.com/pellet-grills/ironwood/885


Finex is a small team of Portland based craftspeople, cooks and designers dedicated to crafting cook-
ware that will stand the test of time. Their work is inspired by the hardworking history of American 
cast iron and grounded in our belief that cooking should be genuine.

It’s these simple ideals that guide Finex as they reinvent cast iron cookware with modern design to enhance 
the life of every cook. Their journey began with the search for healthier cooking. Finex wanted a pan that 
would provide a soulful cooking experience and look good while doing it. Through trial and error, they found 
that the quality of current cast iron cookware didn’t measure up. They became obsessed with the intentional 
design, quality and craftsmanship of antique cast iron cookware—and would stop at nothing to build it on  
American soil.



$ 2 4 5

$ 3 0 0

The most versatile pan you’ll ever own. The FINEX cast iron skillet is polished 
smooth for perfect eggs every time. It’s a searing machine for hearty steaks, 
chops and salmon. It’s brilliant for baking perfect cornbread, pies and 
cakes. Introduce a lid and it’s great for steaming, braising and simmering. 
From stovetop, to oven, to grill—even over the coals—the FINEX cast iron 
skillet is a trusted essential you’ll pass down for generations.

The 5 Qt. Dutch Oven delivers FINEX’s famed better-looking, better-cooking 
and good-forever performance in a classic five quart size. Heavyweight 
construction ensures even-cooking heat retention and distribution on any 
stove top, oven or over-the-coals cooking scenario. Octagonal shape of-
fers spouts that pour easily yet are completely covered by the included lid. 
Dual stainless steel “Speed Cool” spring handles make it easy to bring to 
the table.

Perfect cast iron grilling results—indoors and out. Best used with any heat 
source. True BBQ-width grill ribs give you the best cross-hatch grill marks 
whether on the stove, grill or over the coals. Great for steaks, chops and 
salmon—it was made for the reverse seared steak technique.

1 2 "  S K I L L E T  W I T H  L I D

5  Q T.  D U T C H  OV E N

1 2 "  C A S T  I RO N  G R I L L  PA N

$ 275
B U Y  I T  N O W

B U Y  I T  N O W

B U Y  I T  N O W

https://finexusa.com/product/cast-iron-skillet
https://finexusa.com/product/cast-iron-dutch-oven/
https://finexusa.com/product/cast-iron-grill-pan/


First Lite is a stalwart supporter of the hunter, regardless of his or her endeavor. Blending the practical 
dependability of merino wool with advanced fabric from 37.5 Technology, First Lite garments provide 
exceptional warmth and moisture wicking capabilities. With a full suite of products designed for every 
endeavor, from sheep hunters, to whitetail adepts and upland wanderers, there is a head-to-toe 
solution for the way you want to hunt.

The big picture is not lost in the bottom line, either. First Lite dedicates both time and funds to support organizations 
that focus on conservation issues like public lands, wildlife preservation and hunter access, for all of these issues 
are vital for a vigorous outdoor community. With great uncertainty in our world, we find solace in the leadership 
and integrity at First Lite. 



T R AV E L  K I T  -  L A RG E

Our recommended large bundle provides the most space for gear when you're planning multi-day destinations. The First Lite large 
duffle is designed and built for extended hunts to house your full First Lite kit and keep all of your gear properly organized. Two 
medium Roll Tops fit inside the duffle side-by-side, for scent-free organization, and our longest 40" accessory straps can anchor 
your harvest to your hunting pack, make unforeseen repairs in the field, or secure additional accessories to your duffle or pack via 
molle webbing.

Kit includes: Dirtbag Duffle - Large, two 40" Accessory Straps, and two Medium Roll Top Stuff Sack (35L)

$ 2 5 0
B U Y  I T  N O W

https://www.firstlite.com/products/travel-kit-large


Christensen Arms reimagines and builds every firearm from the ground up in Gunnison, Utah. Their 
innovative rifles incorporate aerospace materials like carbon fiber and titanium under the critical eyes 
of former aerospace engineers. 

This past month, Christensen Arms celebrated their 25th Anniversary. A testament to their exceptionally light-
weight, accurate firearms that come straight out of the box with sub-moa, aerospace technology that’s not a 
burden to carry all day in the field.



R I D G E L I N E  -  C A R B O N  F I B E R  R I F L E

M E S A  -  L I G H T W E I G H T  R I F L E

The Ridgeline is the quintessential hunting rifle. Offered in twenty chamberings, the rifle features a sporter carbon fiber composite 
gunstock and a stainless steel radial muzzle brake built around a light target contour Christensen Arms carbon fiber wrapped bar-
rel. The Ridgeline weighs in starting at 6.3 pounds and is backed by the Christensen Arms Sub-MOA Guarantee.

Features: Christensen Arms 416R Stainless Steel Aerograde Carbon Fiber Wrapped Barrel. Stainless Steel Radial Brake (Remov-
able). Match Chamber. Hand Lapped. Button Rifled. Free Floating. Available in 2 colors: Black with Gray Webbing (pictured), 
and Green with Black & Tan Webbing.

The Mesa is a premium quality lightweight hunting rifle offered at an accessible price. The build features a featherlight contour 
stainless steel barrel with a seamless removable radial muzzle brake and a carbon fiber composite gunstock. The Mesa weighs in 
starting at 6.5 pounds and is backed by the Christensen Arms Sub-MOA Guarantee.

Features: Christensen Arms 416R Stainless Steel. Barrel with a Featherweight Contour. Stainless Steel Seamless Radial Brake (Re-
movable). Threaded Muzzle ½ × 28. Match Chamber. Hand Lapped. Button Rifled. Free Floating. Available in 2 colors: Black with 
Gray Webbing, and Green with Black & Tan Webbing (pictured).

$ 1,9 95

$ 1, 2 95

B U Y  I T  N O W

B U Y  I T  N O W

https://christensenarms.com/mesa/
https://christensenarms.com/ridgeline/


Spartan Precision Equipment LTD is a proudly British company based in the Beautiful South East. 
They are a close and friendly team dedicated to producing some of the finest hunting accessories in 
the world.

As a climber and hunter Mr. Rob Gearing spent a great deal of time in the backcountry but couldn’t find systems 
that served his needs. So he created his own rifle support systems that weigh less and do more. These are game 
changing products that will up your game in the field, in the woods, and in the mountains.

Their patented Spartan Magnetic Attachment System is at the heart of many of their products. Light, strong and 
reliable,the systems use Neodymium rare earth magnets to attach to the rifle in seconds, enabling the shooter to 
follow live targets and stay level on uneven ground. You will only ever need one bipod/tripod for all your rifles.



J AV E L I N  P RO  H U N T  B I P O D

“Spartan Precision’s Javelin Bipod has 
been a game changer for me. It’s light, 
clips in easily and gives you a quick and 
solid rest for rifle hunting. I used this to 
fill my Antelope tag this year, and I won’t 
hunt without it now.”

—

K A T I E  M A R C H E T T I 
Managing Editor,  Modern Hunstman

Carried off the rifle and attached in seconds, the Javelin Pro Hunt bipod 
is designed for hunters who need to cover lots of ground but be ready in 
an instant. Attached to your rifle using the Spartan Magnetic Attachment 
System, the Pro Hunt has lockable, extendable legs that are easy and quick 
to operate with a single hand. Hunters challenged by uneven terrain will 
appreciate the single button Leg Lock-Out feature to open and close legs 
and ensure they stay fixed in the shooting position.

Features: 7075 hard anodised aluminium and high-quality carbon fibre for 
light weight and strength. Compatible with a full range of 12mm Spartan 
Rifle Adatpers

$ 2 9 0
B U Y  I T  N O W

https://javelinbipod.com/products/javelin-pro-hunt


Established in 1897, Filson is the leading outfitter and manufacturer of unfailing goods for outdoor 
enthusiasts. Built upon a reputation for reliability, Filson is a favorite among anglers and hunters, en-
gineers and explorers, mariners and miners, and anyone who refuses to stay indoors. 

They guarantee every item that leaves their door. No more, no less. Filson stands by the quality of workmanship, 
craftsmanship and materials to ensure they endure. Headquartered in Seattle, Washington, and renowned for 
making products from fabrics such as heavyweight Tin Cloth and warm Mackinaw Wool, Filson stands for the 
highest quality and most durable apparel and accessories available.



Our Mackinaw Wool Cruiser is the most versatile cold-weather protection 
you’ll find–when you want to wear one jacket, no matter what direction the 
weather turns, nothing performs better. The extremely durable wool from 
Oregon’s Pendleton Woolen Mills is an uncommonly tight weave that resists 
wind while remaining breathable. Mackinaw Wool insulates wet or dry–
due to its complex fiber structure, it can absorb up to 30% of its own weight 
in water without feeling damp or clammy. With the four snap-flap pockets 
on the front and a full-width map/chart pocket covering the entire back, two 
layers of wool cover most of the torso, right where it’s needed most. 

Our abrasion-resistant Rugged Twill fabric gun case has a leather nose 
lining for added protection. It's fully lined with cotton flannel, to protect your 
firearm against scratches and wick moisture away to protect it from rusting. 
The solid brass zipper closure custom cut at Filson runs 3/4 of the length of 
the case, for full access into the interior. Bridle Leather accents and carrying 
strap add to the longevity of this protective hunting accessory.

Dimensions: 46", 48" or 50" length firearm; 10-1/4" at widest point.

Keep warm at duck camp while supporting America’s leader in wetland and 
waterfowl conservation. Features stunning graphics of mallard ducks and 
an officially-licensed Ducks Unlimited label. Custom-woven in Oregon by 
Oregon’s iconic Pendleton Woolen Mills from a wool/cotton blend that’s as 
soft as it is warm. Finished with a blanket stitch to prevent fraying.

Dimensions: 80"L x 64" W. Material: 82% wool, 18% cotton.

M AC K I N AW  WO O L  C RU I S E R  JAC K E T

RU G G E D  T W I L L  S C O P E D  G U N  C A S E

D U C K S  U N L I M I T E D  B L A N K E T

$ 3 95

$ 35 0

$ 3 95

B U Y  I T  N O W

B U Y  I T  N O W

B U Y  I T  N O W

https://www.filson.com/mackinaw-cruiser-alaska-fit.html
https://www.filson.com/rugged-twill-scoped-gun-case.html
https://www.filson.com/ducks-unlimited-waterfowl-blanket-twill.html


Howler Brothers is bonded by many shared callings: Surfing, fishing, paddling and the good things 
that come with these pursuits. Things like fire pits, really good tequila, limes, and pre-dawn coffee. 

Above all, Howler Brothers are united by a belief in doing things the honest and pure way (which is not usually 
the easy way). They design and craft all their garments, and everything they make, with these passions and 
values in mind. Every garment and accessory is crafted with functionality and attention to detail at the forefront. 
Howler Brothers avoids trendy or overly traditional ideas and uses small batch production and collaborations 
with artists and craftsmen to create original, alternative offerings. For the field, water, or the road to get there. 
Heed the call.



The Merlin Jacket conjures up warmth for your core for everything from 
an early fall chill to the deepest depths of winter. It’s constructed of water 
resistant polyester micro rip-stop and packed with thermally efficient 
Primaloft® Gold insulation. The Merlin Jacket works equally well as a stand 
alone or as an enchantingly warm lightweight mid-layer when the mercury 
dips. Updated with ribbed cuffs, heavy-duty shoulder patches, double 
needle quilted sleeves and a box quilted trunk.

M E R L I N  JAC K E T

$ 19 9
B U Y  I T  N O W

The Loggerhead Hoodie is a brand new branch on the sun protecting tree of 
our Loggerhead Henley. Its “solarshieldability” is perfect for days when you 
have to stand in the full glory of the sun and need to pack your own shade. 
Features include the UPF35+ sun protection of 100% polyester fabric (with 
50% recycled content), microfiber lined stash pocket and reinforced front 
kangaroo pocket. Available in Prickly Pear Print : Seafoam, Tarpon Scale 
Print : Grey Light and Verde Jungle Print.

One of our best sellers for the cooler months, the Harker's Flannel brings 
buttery soft warmth to the Howler table. We kept it simple enough to be 
a staple in your closet but added a little Howler vibe with a single button-
through flap pocket on the left chest, reinforced elbow patches, contrast 
stitching, custom metal buttons and a hunter's yoke on the right shoulder. 

L O G G E R H E A D  H O O D I E

H A R K E R ' S  F L A N N E L

$ 6 9

$ 89

B U Y  I T  N O W

B U Y  I T  N O W

https://howlerbros.com/products/merlin-jacket-f20
https://howlerbros.com/products/harkers-flannel-f20?color=1
https://howlerbros.com/products/hooded-loggerhead-s20?color=3


FHF Gear pairs the functionality of the hunting and fishing industry with the utility and durability of 
tactical gear to produce unique and high quality outdoor gear. 

Using a design that is minimalistic and modular in nature, FHF products provide the freedom to add or eliminate 
accessories as needed. Their gear is proudly made in America and backed by a lifetime warranty that exhibits 
not only our confidence in their product, but their belief in customer service.



Made with high quality, durable Cordura, our harness is designed to be 
quiet, lightweight, low profile, modular, and easily operated with one hand. 
We've constructed our harness using very little elastic, which eliminates 
bouncing when running, jumping, or riding.

500D Cordura exterior / Microfiber lining / Closed cell foam padding / 
Airmesh rear panel/ Spectra Centurion MOLLE panel

B I N O  H A R N E SS  P RO - M

$ 110
B U Y  I T  N O W

Made of high quality Cordura, and shock cord, this expandable bear spray 
holster allows diameter expansion from 2” to 3”+.  Easily accommodate 
bear spray canisters from 7-14 oz, from all major manufactures, or use for 
similarly sized items such as water bottles. The highly visible pull tab is quick, 
easy, and makes for a smooth and quick draw.

This adjustable, easy access pouch is equipped with a unique sliding 
magnetic closure system that allows ultimate adjustability.  For even more 
versatility, we've backed this pouch with a single column of MOLLE as well 
as removable equipment fasteners allowing it to attach almost anywhere. 
The main body of this pouch is structured and padded, and includes dual 
lanyard loops.

E X PA N DA B L E  B E A R  S P RAY  H O L S T E R

S I D E K I C K  P O U C H

$ 3 0

$ 4 0

B U Y  I T  N O W

B U Y  I T  N O W

https://fhfgear.com/collections/hunting/products/bino-harness-pro-m
https://fhfgear.com/collections/hunting/products/sidekick-pouch
https://fhfgear.com/collections/hunting/products/expandable-bear-spray-holster


It requires resilience and trust for a company to operate across three centuries.

Tingley Rubber began in 1896. Its first product was a bicycle tire plug developed by Charles O. Tingley, who 
rode his bike across the East Coast to both sell his product and prove its reliability. Five generations have since 
led the company through world wars, global economic depression, and changing consumer demand to meet 
the ever expanding needs of the modern worker.

While the Tingley that operates today is a far cry from what began 124 years ago, its dedication to the customer 
remains the same. Fishermen, foresters and ranchers don their protective footwear and clothing knowing that 
they are covered by decades of innovation and the best technology available.



B A D G E R   B O O T S

Ultra-comfortable Badger Boots™ are 100% liquidproof and feature breathable Neoprene uppers with extra width in the calf area 
for a more relaxed fit. A cushioned footbed helps absorb impact shock and a steel shank (in certain styles) provides added arch 
support when ladder climbing or digging with shovels. The high quality rubber outsoles are abrasion resistant for long life and will 
remain flexible in cold temperatures. A cushioned, removable insole helps wick moisture to keep feet warm and dry for optimum 
protection and extraordinary comfort.

Pictured (left to right): Badger Boots in Plain Toe, Mid-Calf, and Insulated.

$ 12 8 - 2 0 5
B U Y  I T  N O W

https://www.tingleyrubber.com/collections/badger-boots
https://www.tingleyrubber.com/collections/badger-boots


Duke Cannon hails from a simpler time. A time when the term handyman was redundant. A time when 
chivalry and patriotism weren’t considered old-fashioned. Duke Cannon’s purpose is simple: to make 
superior-quality grooming goods that meet the high standards of hard-working folks. 

Their products are tested by soldiers, not boy bands. And they’re made in a little place we like to call the Unit-
ed States of America. They value things like hard work, family, community, bacon and country; they champion 
builders, creators, sledge hammerers, holders of doors and fixers of toilets; we have the utmost respect for 
teachers and farmers and soldiers and first responders—so it’s no wonder good folks feel right at home in Duke 
Cannon Country.



Here we have for sale the Hunting and Fishing Soap Kit. Or perhaps it's the 
Fishing and Hunting Soap Kit. Truth be told, it's both. Either way, this soap kit 
is not for the man who hunts squirrels or fishes for sunnies.

This sturdy box contains two different 10 oz. bricks of soap for the 
outdoorsman who takes his leisure seriously: one (1) Hunting Soap and one 
(1) Heavy Duty Hand Soap.

H U N T I N G  &  F I S H I N G  S OA P  K I T

$ 2 0
B U Y  I T  N O W

Any man who ventures into the great outdoors is at war with the elements, 
and that fight cannot be won with a dainty little chapstick that tastes like 
strawberry smoothies. Go into battle with Cannon Balm 140°. At .56 oz, 
CB140° is nearly 4x the size of the stuff they sell in grocery store check-out 
lanes. It's made of premium, natural and organic ingredients and formulated 
with SPF 30 to protect against UV rays.

Dry, cracked hands are like living testaments to a man's hard work and 
ingenuity. And while hard-working hands are to be celebrated, let's be 
honest; dry, cracked hands feel awful. That's why Duke Cannon introduced 
Bloody Knuckles Hand Repair Balm. Made with lanolin, it provides much-
needed moisture without leaving the hands feeling sticky or greasy.

Size: 5oz

CA N N O N  B A L M  1 4 0 °  TAC T I CA L  
L I P  P RO T E C TA N T

B L O O DY  K N U C K L E S  H A N D  B A L M

$ 9

$ 15

B U Y  I T  N O W

B U Y  I T  N O W

https://dukecannon.com/products/hunting-and-fishing
https://dukecannon.com/products/bloody-knuckles-hand-repair-balm
https://dukecannon.com/products/cannon-balm-140-tactical-lip-protectant


Glassing isn’t just finding but knowing. 

Knowing those hours pouring over maps and data was worth the late nights. Knowing the premium for light-
weight gear was worth never seeing early retirement. Knowing those books on hunting, animal biology, geog-
raphy, and land navigation made a difference. Knowing the extra slog over that distant ridge-line into parts 
unknown was worth toasting those extra two days of PTO. Knowing that, in the end, finding your elusive prey is 
the final piece of the giant puzzle we call hunting. 

Our laser-like focus on the science and discipline of glassing inspires products that help you find more animals, 
in more terrain, more often. So you know all the hard work and investment was worth it in the end. Pursue. Find. 
Know. Repeat.



K E S T R E L  G L A S S I N G  S YS T E M

The Kestrel® Monopod was born of the desire to cut weight and pack volume on backcountry hunting trips, decrease setup time, 
and improve ergonomics. At just under 6 ounces, this is your ultimate backcountry glassing monopod. Our system blends utility, 
efficiency and performance together into an elegant, simple design so hunters achieve more with less. Deploys in seconds.

Available in Long Frame, or Short Frame models.

$ 9 9
L E A R N  M O R E

https://kestrelglassingsystems.com/news/


More than ever, people are examining where their food comes from and scrutinizing the idea  
of nourishment. 

A growing number of ranchers are implementing management techniques that fall into the regenerative agricul-
ture movement, which celebrates the natural, primal relationship between animals, soil, and people. EPIC Pro-
visions seeks to support human health, animal health, and the land through products that can be incorporated 
into everyday life. Grass-fed protein and spices provide the foundation for EPIC Bars, and their approach to 
sourcing those ingredients gives farmers and ranchers incentive to improve their land while raising high-quality 
products. The goal is to eat with the land.



A perfect on-the-go snack. Our Beef Jalapeño protein bars are made with 
100% grass-fed beef, jalapeño pepper, and spices.

10 grams of protein. 3 grams of carbs. Keto friendly. Whole30 Approved.
Gluten-Free. Paleo friendly.

A perfect on-the-go snack. Our Beef Sea Salt + Pepper protein bars are 
made with 100% grass-fed beef and spices.

11 grams of protein. 3 grams of carbs. Keto friendly. Whole30 Approved.
Gluten-Free. Paleo friendly.

B E E F  JA L A P E Ñ O  BA R  ( B OX  O F  1 2 )

BEEF SEA SALT + PEPPER BAR ( B OX  O F  1 2 )

$ 3 0

$ 3 0

B U Y  I T  N O W

B U Y  I T  N O W

An ideal grab and go snack our Sriracha Beef Bites are made with 100% 
grass-fed beef, cranberries, and spices. These bites come in a resealable 
pouch, which makes them perfect for sharing and snacking throughout  
the day.

8 grams of protein per serving. Whole30 Approved. Certified Gluten-Free 
Paleo friendly. Ecological Outcome Verified through the Savory Institute's 
Land to Market program.

S R I R AC H A  B E E F  B I T E S  ( B OX  O F  8 )

$ 4 9
B U Y  I T  N O W

EPIC Provisions is pleased to offer 20% off their products through January 2021 for Modern 
Huntsman readers. Use coupon code: HUNTSMAN20

https://epicprovisions.com/collections/bars/products/beef-jalapeno-bar
https://epicprovisions.com/collections/bars/products/beef-sea-salt-pepper-bar
https://epicprovisions.com/products/beefcranberrysrirachabites


In 2002, in the funky little town of Lyons, Colorado, Oskar Blues shattered craft beer convention by 
stuffing their voluminously hopped brew, Dale’s Pale Ale, into a portable, crushable, infinitely recy-
clable can. Craft beer in a can stays fresher for longer, and it’s easy to pack in (and pack out) on any 
soul-saving adventure. 

Oskar Blues sources hops and other natural ingredients inaccessible to other craft brewers. So every brew, from 
standards like Old Chub to industry defying brews like Can-o-Bliss Resinous, is as unique as the company in 
which it was made.



PAC K- O - B L I S S

We’re stoked to introduce a new nationally distributed IPA mixed pack with four maximum-hopped beers crammed into one Pack-
O-Bliss. This blissful collection of India Pale Ales contains three distinctive beers from our Can-O-Bliss lineup of IPAs, including 
a brand new Can-O-Bliss Resinous variant; and heralds the long-awaited return of Pinner Session IPA. The Pack-O-Bliss IPA 
Mixed Pack will be available nationwide as a 12-pack of 12 oz. cans starting today. Additionally, Can-O-Bliss Resinous will be 
distributed nationwide in 6-packs of 12 oz. cans.

L E A R N  M O R E

https://www.oskarblues.com/blog/announcing-new-pack-o-bliss-mixed-ipa-pack/


For the creators of CHAMA, it all began with a desire to break away from the routine of daily life and 
reconnect with a part of themselves that can only be found outdoors. 

This group of long-time friends shared a camaraderie built from spending time together in the pursuit of adven-
ture. Whether they were dove hunting, sitting in a ground blind or duck blind, they constantly experienced the 
nagging, painstaking problem that most all hunters faced — not having a premium chair that was truly function-
al, silent, and fit into the entire span of their lifestyle. After an extensive search for this piece of gear, the founders 
decided to blaze a new trail and create completely new products from scratch.



VAQ U E RO  C H A I R

The Vaquero Chair by CHAMA is a durable & lightweight design masterpiece. We set out to design and build an outdoor chair 
whose utility was relaxing, lounging, taking a load off. We needed this chair to be lightweight, durable, functional, easy to carry, 
and we wanted to incorporate wood and canvas. Paying homage to the historic campaign chairs of the early 1900s, we built the 
Vaquero Chair – an iconic piece for a life of rugged luxury. CHAMA’s Vaquero chair is a wildly comfortable, folding, easy to travel 
with chair that will make a statement on the range or in the home office.

Available in 2 colors (left to right): Wheat & Pine, Slate & Bone.

$ 14 9
B U Y  I T  N O W

https://chamachairs.com/product/vaquero-chair/
https://chamachairs.com/product/vaquero-chair/


Maui Nui believes that striving to be in balance with nature supports abundance for all. By actively 
managing Hawaiiʻs invasive Axis deer populations as a food resource, they hope to inspire more 
place-based solutions that focus on the health of our environment, and by extension, the health of the 
communities and systems that it sustains.

From strict land stewardship practices, to elaborate agricultural and field systems, innovation was built into 
every fact of ancient Hawaiian food systems. In line with that legacy, Maui Nui’s goal has always been to help 
balance Hawaii’s deer numbers and, through innovative wild-harvesting methods, to channel that work into 
incredible food. Their hope is that the value of that work can be felt across their pae‘āina, across their commu-
nities, and beyond.



P E P P E R E D  V E N I S O N 
B A R S   ( B OX  O F  6 )

S TA RT E R  B OX

Chewy and crave-able, our premium, all-natural Peppered 
Venison Bars are made with just the right amount of spices 
and other wholesome ingredients you’ll love at first bite.

12 grams of protein per serving. USDA-inspected. Gluten-
free. No added nitrates or MSG. Stress-free sourcing 
methods

Our Starter Box is a great way to try our premium fresh 
venison and cured snacks in one convenient package. 
Sourced using stress-free methods, our premium venison 
is flash-frozen and packed with care, arriving as fresh as 
possible for you and your family to enjoy. You’ve never had 
venison like this before.

Includes: 2 lbs Ground Venison. 1 lb Stew chunks1 lb Medallions 
1 Peppered Bar — Note: We are unable to ship Fresh 
Venison to a P.O. Box.

$ 4 8

$ 116

B U Y  I T  N O W

B U Y  I T  N O W

https://mauinuivenison.com/collections/venison-snacks/products/all-natural-peppered-bars-6-pack
https://mauinuivenison.com/collections/fresh-venison/products/starter-box


What began as a frustration with the quality and construction of hunting clothing quickly evolved into 
the development of a brand that seeks to understand the modern outdoorsman. 

We talk about Duck Camp, which is as much a place to go as it is a feeling. From the moment we put a kennel 
in the back of the truck, check the weather, or sort through last year’s shells, a feeling grows around that time in 
the wild. And it isn’t just the time in the field we crave; it’s seeing family and friends. It’s the first cold drink, it’s 
the fire, it’s the early start. It’s the food, the dogs, the work. The cold, the rain, the wind, the retrieve. The stories, 
the laughs, the sounds that can only be heard in that special place. Duck Camp is devoted to creating premium 
outdoor gear that will withstand the test of time out in the field, in the duck blind, or out on the town. 



The ultimate durable jacket for different types of hunting. After a couple 
years of development at the deer, quail and duck camp, we’ve designed 
the best hunting jacket for the brush. This versatile jacket features a super 
tough 2-way stretch Cordura fabric that’s triple stitched and fully lined with 
soft cotton. Add in game changing features like a reversible and detachable 
bird bag, storm cuffed sleeves and antique brass quiet-snap buttons and 
you have the most useful brush jacket on the market today.

Super durable, DWR treated canvas construction. Triple stitched to last a 
lifetime or two. Removable bird bag with antique brass hardware and water 
repellant treatment.

B RU S H  JAC K E T

$ 2 4 9
B U Y  I T  N O W

Durable. Reliable. Versatile. That’s what these Brush Pants are all about. We 
were unimpressed by the other field pants on the market that are marketed 
as “durable,” so we created our own. Made with Cordura™ brand fabric, 
these are the best brush pants for active wear while you’re hunting, fishing, 
or working around the camp or the house. They are also comfortable and 
stylish enough to wear casually as your everyday pants.

A dedicated whitetail hunter’s ultimate jacket, this 3-Layer Vantage Jacket 
has all of the features you’ll need in the woods and none of the ones you 
don’t so you can feel protected and comfortable all day in the woods as 
the temperatures fluctuate. The woodland pattern is ideal for hunting ducks 
in flooded timber, climbing a tree stand to hunt whitetail, chasing turkeys or 
any type of hunting in a wooded environment.

4-way stretch Fabric treated with C6 DWR (water repellency). 46% Nylon, 
46% Poly, 8% Spandex bonded with Fleece. 10,000mm water repellent 
rating. 10,000mm breathability rating. 315 g/m weight

B RU S H  PA N T S

VA N TAG E  3 L  S O F T S H E L L  J AC K E T

$ 10 9

$ 219

B U Y  I T  N O W

B U Y  I T  N O W

https://duckcamp.com/products/brush-jacket
https://duckcamp.com/collections/vantage-3l-softshell-jackets
https://duckcamp.com/collections/brush-pants


You can’t hunt what you can’t see. Which is why Vortex optics are dedicated to providing the finest 
rugged optics so you can have a clear view of what’s ahead. 

Since 1986 Vortex has been an American-owned, Veteran-owned, family-owned-and-operated business, 
which Dan and Margie Hamilton turned into one of the top manufacturers of outdoor optics today. With uncon-
ditional and unlimited VIP warranty, this Wisconsin company stands by their promise to put people first. Vortex 
has the foresight to provide the tools for you to cover more ground with your eyes than with your feet. Saving the 
legs of avid outdoorsmen one exceptionally clear, colorful and crisp picture at a time.



Poised to fulfill the needs of even the most extreme long-range shooters, 
the Razor HD has the features, build quality and optical performance to 
extend your maximum capability. Animpressive optical system offers the 
crisp image quality necessary to pick apart the landscape for targets at 
extended range, while the 35mm, one-piece tube allows for 125 MOA (36 
MRAD) of adjustment to dial them in precisely. 

RA Z O R  H D  5 -2 0 X 5 0  R I F L E  S C O P E

$ 1,9 9 9
B U Y  I T  N O W

Durable. Reliable. Versatile. That’s what these Brush Pants are all about. We 
were unimpressed by the other field pants on the market that are marketed 
as “durable,” so we created our own. Made with Cordura™ brand fabric, 
these are the best brush pants for active wear while you’re hunting, fishing, 
or working around the camp or the house. They are also comfortable and 
stylish enough to wear casually as your everyday pants.

Viper HD binoculars are an optical masterpiece, giving hunters, shooters 
and outdoor enthusiasts a premium option without the premium price tag. 
The HD optical system delivers stunning resolution, color fidelity and edge-
to-edge clarity. These are one of the lightest, most compact, full-size binos 
on the market—a noteworthy attribute when gear consideration can be 
measured in grams. Includes GlassPak chest harness, keeping your binos at 
the ready while providing comfortable, protected, strain-free, all-day carry.

C O P P E R H E A D  1 5 0 0  RA N G E F I N D E R

V I P E R  H D  1 2 x 5 0  B I N O C U L A R S 

$ 519

$ 73 9

B U Y  I T  N O W

B U Y  I T  N O W

https://vortexoptics.com/vortex-razor-hd-5-20x50-riflescope.html
https://vortexoptics.com/vortex-viper-hd-12x50-binocular.html
https://vortexoptics.com/vortex-copperhead-1500-rangefinder.html


Built on 50 years of engineering cutting-edge performance apparel, Musto is the 
world’s leading sailing brand and a British leader in shooting and equestrian sports. 
Musto uses the same fabric technology that protects ocean racers to keep you dry and 
comfortable whether you are in the saddle, shooting or practicing any outdoor activities. 
Musto performs so you can, too. They test their products to the extreme in the world’s most 
hostile environments, and in the labs, to drive innovation so you can trust their products 
to perform and endure. Even twenty-plus-year-old Musto garments that have been used 
incessantly and are still performing well. Their famous durability is why they offer a guarantee 
for the lifetime for many of their garments.



H T X  K E E P E R S  J AC K E T

Waterproof to our BR2 standard of 10k/10k, with a mesh lining for comfort, and constructed from a hardwearing dobby face 
fabric with a suede finish. The HTX Keepers Jacket offers solid protection and dynamic features, ideal for outdoor adventures.

Features: Hardwearing dobby face fabric with quiet suede finish. Mesh lined for comfort. Fully waterproof taped seams. Accessible 
Radio Pocket with antenna retainer loop. Secure zipped lower stowage pockets. Adjustable hem. Waterproof YKK® zips. Inner 
DWR Lycra® quick drying, comfort cuffs.Detachable adjustable hood

$ 375
B U Y  I T  N O W

https://www.musto.com/en_GB/htx-keepers-jacket/84024.html


Beretta is the oldest privately held firearms manufacturer in the world. In 1526, 185 
Arquebus barrels were sold to the Dodge of Venice for the Battle of Lepanto in 1571. 
Since then, Beretta has continued its global presence with its state-of-the-art firearms, 
clothing and accessories for civilian, law enforcement, and military markets.
In the modern day era Beretta won a contract with the United States Army, outfitting hundreds 
of thousands of military personnel with their Beretta 92 pistol, also known as the ‘M9’.

Beretta is a leading manufacturer in the firearms industry with its approach to engineering 
throughout its portfolio of products. The marriage between old world craftsmanship and 
modern day technology has been flawless and can be seen on display throughout their 
product portfolio. Their ability to move with the times, strive for perfection and maintain an 
exceptional level of quality has set them apart from the competition.



6 8 7  S I LV E R  P I G E O N  I I I

The new Silver Pigeon III represent a further leap in quality in the Silver Pigeon over-and-under range. Dedicated to the increasing 
flock of hunters who desire for their shotgun to set them apart. They are produced in classic 12, 20, 28 and .410 gauges. This 
shotgun represents an elegant evolution of the Silver Pigeon I, designed to meet the needs and desires of shooters looking for the 
reliability of the 680 platform presented with attractive aesthetics and a superior wood finish, combined with the excellent ballistics 
guaranteed by the Steelium Optima Bore HP tri-alloy steel barrels.

$ 2 , 8 89
B U Y  I T  N O W

https://www.beretta.com/en-us/687-silver-pigeon-iii/


Utilizing the finest European leathers and professionally engineered materials, every 
pair of L&S Mountain Hunter boots is carefully hand-crafted and features an advanced 
design loaded with features to make a true difference in stability, performance, fit 
and comfort.
Ball bearing hardware secured to reinforced leather offers quick lace adjustment while 
a beveled PRO-FORM™ Rubber Rand encompasses the leather upper, providing you 
exceptional side-hilling stability and protection from rough jagged rocks. A deep heel-lock 
hook ensures strong support and a positive heel position even in rugged, unforgiving country.



L & S  M O U N TA I N  H U N T E R

The L&S Mountain Hunter’s all-new PERFECT™ Shank matched with the innovative L&S ROCKER CAM™ midsole design makes 
you a more efficient hunter by increasing gait speed which helps offload pressures, making your strides smoother with or without 
a heavy pack.Whether it’s straight to the top over gnarly boulder fields in search of bighorns, or picking your way through nasty 
deadfall chasing screaming bulls, the hand-crafted L&S Mountain Hunter will get you there in comfort.

Lathrop & Sons Custom Boot Systems are designed around your feet! They’ve created foot comfort in some of the most inhospitable 
country you can imagine! Utilizing professional techniques such as 3D mapping, imagery, tracings, calibration, and personal 
consultations, they gather a vivid understanding of your feet and their objective becomes clear. These proven techniques allow 
them to not only determine the correct boot design and size for you, but also match it correctly to the environment you will 
encounter. This allows your feet to experience the same level of comfort on the last day of your hunt as they did on the first!

Lathrop & Sons is pleased to offer $100 off their mapping kit to Modern Huntsman readers.  
Use coupon code: MAPKIT100

$ 4 4 8
B U Y  I T  N O W

https://lathropandsons.com/collections/l-s-brand-boots/products/lathrop-sons-mountain-hunter
https://lathropandsons.com/collections/l-s-brand-boots/products/lathrop-sons-mountain-hunter


Based in Wanaka New Zealand, the company is owned and run by Carl McNeil and 
Jeanie Ackley, a filmmaking couple that has produced award winning fly fishing films. 
Carl was one of the first IFFF Certified Master Fly Casting Instructors in New Zealand 
and has taught hundreds of anglers how to fly cast both at home and abroad.
The idea behind the development of Epic fly rods and the brand ethos is the result of 20 years 
of professional and semi-professional fly casting, fly casting instruction, fly fishing movie 
making, a keen eye for practical design, and quite literally, a lifetime of fly fishing.

Their Fly rods are as unique as you are as you’re given the ability to personalize, customize, 
and individualize your order. Each Epic® Studio Built™ Fly Rod is custom crafted specifically 
for you from start to finish in their studio workshop - no detail is overlooked.

®



E P I C  PAC K L I G H T  F LY RO D

The Epic 4 weight  Packlight - the  super versatile 5 piece FastGlass travel rod. Head for the hills, answer the call and pack in 
your favourite adventure stick. Epic has taken their renowned 476 blank and reconfigured it as a 5 piece travel rod, small and 
compact enough to easily slip down the side of a backpack or rucksack. Incredibly light. An astounding 72 grams (2.54 ounces)
Incredibly convenient. Only 495 mm long (19.5 inches). Incredibly tough. Made from fully unidirectional S2 FastGlass. The Epic™ 
476 Packlight is crafted from Unidirectional S2 Glass, this material is stiffer and stronger than e-glass or standard s-glass. The 476 
Packlight is a powerful and extremely accurate fly rod.

$ 895
B U Y  I T  N O W

https://swiftflyfishing.com/collections/custom_fly_rods/products/packlight


In collaboration with Backcountry Hunters & Anglers®, Alpacka is  proud to offer the 
BHA Series — a curated collection of their  favorite packrafts for hunting and fishing. 
A packraft is the ultimate access tool for hard to reach wilderness waterways.  For the solo 
hunter & angler, the Mule provides the perfect balance between backpacking weight, mid-
sized game animal capacity, and paddling stability. The Forager is Alpacka’s largest and 
burliest packraft and will comfortably pack out an entire moose with one paddler. It’s  also an 
ideal backcountry drift boat for light whitewater. Finally, the Oryx is the packraft version of 
a traditional canoe, which makes it perfect for tandem backcountry fishing missions on lakes 
and flatwater rivers. A portion of all sales of the BHA Series will be donated to Backcountry 
Hunters & Anglers.



B H A  F O R AG E R  PAC K R A F T

Our largest and burliest packraft, the self bailing Forager delivers two-person seating and massive cargo capacity in a super stable 
backpackable package. For the backcountry hunter, the Forager will comfortably transport one person and a full moose out of 
the most remote areas. For the backcountry fisherman, the Forager is the perfect micro drift boat where the rear passenger controls 
the boat with a kayak paddle and the front person fishes off the bow. Perfect for travel, fly in trips, or getting into small mountain 
and coastal rivers where larger rafts can’t navigate or portage. A portion of proceeds from all sales of BHA Series packrafts will 
be donated to Backcountry Hunters & Anglers®. Build your own boat at Alpacka’s Custom Lab: www.alpackaraft.com/rafting/
custom-lab/

$ 1, 75 0
B U Y  I T  N O W

https://www.alpackaraft.com/rafting/bha-series/


T 
hank you for all you’ve done to support us over the years. 

Merry Christmas from you friends at Modern Huntsman.

If you have everything you need, or are still on the hunt for the 
sure-fire gift, consider giving the gift of conservation by donating 
to the non-profits who work day in and day out to preserve wild-
life and wild places for future generations.

T H A N K  Y O U

D O N AT E  N OWD O N AT E  N OW

https://www.backcountryhunters.org/
https://www.tu.org/trout-unlimited-3/

